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THE EFFECT OF EDUCATIONAL ATTAINMENT ON ADULT MORTALITY IN THE UNITED STATES

BY ROBERT A. HUMMER AND ELAINE M. HERNANDEZ
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In 2011, U.S. mortality rates reached record lows for both women and men; as a result, life expectancy at birth reached record highs: 81 years for women and 76 years for men. These are impressive figures.

As recently as 1960, women’s life expectancy at birth was only 73.1 years and men’s only 66.6 years. Within 50 years, life expectancy at birth increased by 8 years for women and nearly 10 years for men (see Figure 1).

Unfortunately, these increases in life expectancy mask very wide disparities among population groups. For example, remaining life expectancy at age 25—an important overall indicator of adult population health—is about a decade shorter for people who do not have a high school degree compared with those who have completed college. Educational attainment appears to be very important in differentiating U.S. adults’ prospects for long life.

These differences represent critical health and social issues with important implications for policymakers. Because well-educated individuals have a much longer life expectancy, is such an accomplishment (or at least a substantial improvement) possible for other subgroups? The potential to reduce these educational differences in mortality and life expectancy underscores the need to accurately describe them and understand why they exist. Armed with such information, policymakers then have the evidence to ensure that U.S. adults are sufficiently educated so that no group pays a “longevity penalty.”

Despite the potential to reduce educational differences in mortality, it may be overly

**FIGURE 1**

**U.S. Life Expectancy at Birth by Gender, 1960-2011**

Life Expectancy (in years)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Female Life Expectancy</th>
<th>Male Life Expectancy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1960</td>
<td>73.1</td>
<td>66.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1990</td>
<td>80.3</td>
<td>73.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2011</td>
<td>81.1</td>
<td>76.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

simplistic to assume that they are easily responsive to increased future investments in the education of U.S. children. Higher levels of schooling do not necessarily cause people to live longer. Other factors, such as parental education and income, may be related to both high educational attainment and longevity among U.S. adults. If so, then even the best-intentioned policy efforts to reduce educational differences in mortality may be of little value. In short, this area of scientific inquiry and policy interest is controversial.

In this *Population Bulletin*, we examine educational differences in U.S. adult mortality and life expectancy. We provide a balanced and up-to-date portrait of the key results and implications of research in this area. We address five major issues: What is the current association between educational attainment and adult mortality? Have educational differences in adult mortality changed over the past 50 years? Why do such wide educational differences in adult mortality now exist? What are the policy implications of recent education-mortality research? And what are the implications of recent work in this area for future education-mortality research?

**Educational Differences in Adult Mortality**

Highly educated adults in the United States have lower yearly mortality rates than less-educated people in every age, gender, and racial/ethnic subgroup of the population.

The most common method of documenting annual mortality rate differences by educational attainment is to divide the adult population over age 25 into three or four educational attainment categories and then calculate mortality rates for each of them. The most typical categories include individuals who have:

- Less than a high school degree or its equivalent.
- A high school degree or its equivalent.
- Some college but not a bachelor’s degree.
- A bachelor’s degree or higher.

Such documentation is usually based on official U.S. mortality data from a single year. Data on the number of people who died within each educational category is derived from death certificates and serves as the numerator for the mortality rates, while the total number of people in each category comes from census-based counts or estimates and serves as the denominator.

U.S. data for adults ages 25 to 64 shows wide variation in mortality rates by educational attainment for both white women and men (see Figure 2). The mortality rate for white women who have not completed high school is nearly four times higher than the rate for white women with 16 or more years of education. An even wider disparity is evident for the same categories of white men: Men with less than a high school degree have a mortality rate more than four times higher than those who have completed at least 16 years of education. Individuals who have only completed high school or some college display mortality rates in between those with the highest and lowest levels of educational attainment. Thus, each increase in educational attainment is associated with a lower mortality rate for both white women and men.

Although useful for a basic understanding of educational differences in adult mortality, this description presents two problems. First, education level is often reported inaccurately on U.S. death certificates. The most common error occurs when educational attainment is reported as 12 years (high school graduation) when, in fact, the deceased person did not complete high school. Second, using only three or four educational attainment categories could fail to capture even wider education-mortality differences among subgroups of the population. For example, individuals who earned professional or graduate degrees (master’s degrees, law degrees, medical degrees, or doctoral degrees) may have even lower mortality rates than individuals whose highest education level is a bachelor’s degree.

To overcome the inaccurate reporting of education level, researchers have increasingly relied on data from national surveys of U.S. adults rather than death certificate- and census-based official mortality data. Survey-based mortality data sets use self-reports of respondents’ own educational attainment (and other social-demographic characteristics), and respondents are then followed for many years to determine who lives and who dies over the subsequent follow-up period. To address the limitation of too few educational categories, researchers have increasingly specified a larger number of attainment categories.
By using survey-based mortality data sets and more extensive measurement schemes of educational attainment, several recent studies have shown that educational differences in adult mortality are even wider than typically documented using the standard approach. As an example, U.S. adults who have master’s, doctoral, or professional degrees—a growing subgroup of American adults—have been shown to exhibit even lower mortality rates than those who have bachelor’s degrees.6

But the association between educational attainment and adult mortality may be even more complex. Jennifer Montez and colleagues recently assessed whether standard educational categories or a different way to measure educational attainment best predicted the odds of U.S. adults dying over a 20-year period following their inclusion in a major U.S. survey.7 For both women and men, they found that the most accurate depiction of the relationship between educational attainment and the odds of adult mortality included three components: a slight linear decline in the odds of mortality as educational attainment increased from 0 to 11 years, a significant reduction in the odds of mortality for adults who obtained a high school degree, and a steep linear decline in the odds of mortality as educational attainment increased beyond a high school degree (see Figure 3). Thus, obtaining a high school degree is very important for lowering the yearly odds of mortality among U.S. adults; moreover, the

---

**FIGURE 3**
Relationship Between Educational Attainment and Mortality for U.S. Adults


**FIGURE 4**
Mortality Rate Differences Relative to Persons With 17+ Years of Education, U.S. Women by Age

declines in mortality above the high school degree level are even steeper.

AGE, GENDER, AND RACE

Educational differences in adult mortality are wide in every age, gender, and racial/ethnic group in the United States. Nonetheless, there are some variations that suggest educational attainment may be operating somewhat differently across population subgroups to influence adult mortality. First, educational differences in mortality are wider among younger adults compared with older adults. A recent study using a nationally representative survey of U.S. adults found that women ages 25 to 44 with nine to 11 years of schooling had a 202 percent higher mortality rate over a 16-year follow-up period than similarly aged women who had completed at least 17 years of education (see Figure 4, page 4). Among women ages 65 to 84, mortality was 38 percent higher among the group with nine to 11 years of education compared with those who had 17 or more years of education. At the same time, because mortality rates are far higher in older adulthood than in younger adulthood, even relatively small mortality differences by educational attainment in older adulthood are meaningful because of the heavy concentration of deaths in older ages.

Recent studies also show that educational differences in U.S. adult mortality are somewhat wider among men than women. In particular, less-educated men have especially high mortality rates from causes such as lung cancer, respiratory diseases, accidents, and homicide. In contrast, men with high levels of education not only have much lower mortality rates than less-educated men, they also have mortality rates that are not too much higher than those of highly educated women. Clearly, high educational attainment helps men close the gender mortality gap with women; but at the same time, less-educated men have mortality rates far higher than those of less-educated women.

Finally, educational differences in mortality are wider among U.S. white adults than among either black or Hispanic adults. Highly educated whites have far lower mortality rates and longer life expectancies than whites with low levels of education. Although highly educated black and Hispanic women also have lower mortality rates than their less-educated counterparts, compared to white women the “high education payoff” does not seem to be as strong among these minority groups (see Figure 5). One possible reason is that blacks and Hispanics are more likely to attend and graduate from lower-quality high schools and colleges compared with whites, and may not reap the same health and longevity benefits from their education as whites. In addition, black and Hispanic adults, even those with high education, encounter discrimination in various forms and contexts throughout their lives that affects their prospects for longevity.

---

**FIGURE 5**

Mortality Rate Differences Relative to Persons With 17+ Years of Education, U.S. Women by Race/Ethnicity

Percent Higher Mortality Rate Relative to 17+ Years of Education

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Years of Education</th>
<th>&lt; 8 years</th>
<th>9-11 years</th>
<th>12 years</th>
<th>13-15 years</th>
<th>16 years</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hispanic Women</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>78</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-Hispanic Black Women</td>
<td>92</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-Hispanic White Women</td>
<td>138</td>
<td>128</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

CAUSE-SPECIFIC MORTALITY

A number of recent studies have found that educational differences in mortality vary across causes of death. For example, deaths that are more closely linked to social and behavioral risk factors (lung cancer, respiratory diseases, homicide, and accidents) are associated with wide educational differences in mortality rates, while there are narrower educational differences in mortality rates for causes less amenable to human control (such as cancers other than lung cancer).11

In an innovative analysis, Jo Phelan and colleagues rated the preventability of causes of death.12 Causes such as lung cancer, homicide, and most forms of accidents were rated as highly preventable, while causes such as multiple sclerosis and cancer of the gallbladder were rated as having low preventability because there is little scientific knowledge about how to prevent or treat them. Phelan and colleagues found that U.S. adults ages 45 to 64 with nine to 11 years of education had a 93 percent higher mortality rate than individuals with 17 or more years of schooling for highly preventable causes of death (see Figure 6). For causes with low preventability, similarly aged adults with nine to 11 years of education had just a 14 percent higher mortality rate compared with persons who had 17 or more years of education. Although adults with 12, 13 to 15, or 16 years of education also had higher mortality rates than those with 17 or more years of schooling for causes with high preventability, their mortality rates for causes with low preventability were not higher than the rates for those with 17 or more years of education. Thus, educational attainment is most closely associated with mortality rates for causes under greater human control. However, for all major causes of death, highly educated persons die at lower rates than persons with lower levels of education.

Over the Last 50 Years

In the early 1970s, Evelyn Kitagawa and Philip Hauser published a path-breaking study of educational attainment and adult mortality in the United States.13 Using data from 1960, they compared remaining life expectancy at age 25 for white females and males by educational attainment. Men who had completed high school but no higher were expected to live up to two years longer than less educated men and about one year less than men who had completed at least one year of college. Women’s life expectancy differences were somewhat wider at the time: women who had completed at least one year of college were expected to live about four years longer than women who had only completed high school and up to nine years longer than women with the least education.

Levels of educational attainment in U.S. society have risen substantially since this landmark study, and scholars have amassed a large body of scientific research examining trends in educational differences in adult mortality rates and life expectancy since that time. Samuel Preston and Irma Elo found that educational differences in mortality widened for all adult men between 1960 and the late 1980s, but narrowed for women between ages 25 and 64. For women who were ages 65 and older, educational differences in mortality remained similar to those found by Kitagawa and Hauser.14

Over the past five years, a number of studies have used data from the late-1980s through the late 2000s to examine trends in the association between educational attainment and adult mortality.15 Even with a variety of data sets and methodological approaches, all arrived at the same general and important conclusion: Educational differences in mortality and life expectancy have widened over the past 20 to 25 years. In fact, age-specific mortality rates among black and white women who did not complete high school actually increased over the past two decades. Moreover, the pace of mortality decline has been steepest among highly educated individuals in most age, sex, and racial/ethnic groups (see Figure 7, page 7).

Ryan Masters and colleagues further established that these growing educational differences in adult mortality depended on birth cohort—a group of people born during the same time period.16 They found that by solely studying these trends on a year-to-year basis, researchers are missing an important piece of the puzzle: Educational-mortality differences are actually growing wider by birth cohort. In other words, educational attainment is playing a more prominent role as a differentiator of mortality rates for younger cohorts of Americans. This cohort-based widening of educational differences in mortality is important for two reasons. First, these results indicate that highly educated adults in more recent birth cohorts are better positioned and equipped than ever before to live long lives. Second, this pattern strongly suggests that policymakers should devote increasing attention to the educational opportunities and trajectories of very recent birth cohorts of Americans, given the strengthening relationship between educational attainment and adult mortality as new cohorts move into adulthood.
This body of research documenting trends in educational differences in mortality since 1960 has demonstrated that educational attainment has become a very strong differentiator of men’s mortality and longevity over the past 50 years. And more recent evidence clearly points to widening educational differences in mortality for women as well. Given these widening differences over the past few decades, Brian Rostron and colleagues recently used mortality rates from 2005 to develop new estimates of remaining life expectancy at age 25 in a number of U.S. states (see Figure 8, page 8). Their estimates suggest very wide contemporary educational differences in remaining life expectancy for both U.S. women and men, likely the widest in history. At age 25, women with less than a high school degree were estimated to live an average of 50 additional years, while women with a graduate or professional degree were expected to live an additional 60 years—a difference of 16 years.

Reasons for the Differences

It is challenging to meticulously document educational differences in adult mortality; key limitations exist in the literature. For example, the scientific community knows almost nothing about the association between quality or content of education and mortality. But the results in the previous section do provide solid evidence, from multiple data sources, that current educational differences in U.S. adult mortality are probably the widest in America’s history. Why then is educational attainment so strongly related to mortality and life expectancy today?

Researchers need a tremendous amount of high-quality data to fully unpack why educational attainment is so strongly associated with mortality and longevity. To start, researchers need to know why some individuals receive graduate degrees
while others never finish high school (reasons could include family background, genetics, childhood health conditions, and key teachers and peers); where individuals attended school; what they learned; how their basic skills developed; and who else attended the same school. Beyond these requirements, researchers also need to know how individuals’ educational attainment is associated with a variety of other economic and social characteristics throughout the life course, such as occupational status, income, patterns of family formation, and access to health care. Adding complexity, researchers require information about these factors for multiple time intervals.

Despite these immense challenges, scholars have made progress explaining the strong relationship between educational attainment and adult mortality, especially in three areas: understanding whether education is causally linked with mortality, understanding the role of educational attainment as a key resource over the life course, and understanding mechanisms that link higher educational attainment to lower rates of mortality and greater longevity.

IS EDUCATIONAL ATTAINMENT CAUSALLY LINKED WITH MORTALITY?

In attempting to understand whether education and mortality are causally linked, researchers think carefully about alternative explanations: Is educational attainment related to mortality and longevity because common factors influence both? Are there common factors that lead to their association, making it a correlation rather than a causal relationship? Figure 9 illustrates the links between educational attainment and adult mortality. For example, people who grow up with parents with low levels of education and/or those who come from impoverished families are more inclined to have poor physical and mental health early in life, as well as a higher chance of negative peer influences during adolescence. They may end up completing fewer years of education and have higher annual risks of mortality than people who have not faced such hardships. These factors related to early life hardships may be at the root of some educational differences in adult mortality.

Jere Behrman and colleagues challenged the notion that higher educational attainment causes people to have lower levels of mortality and a longer life expectancy. Their study used a unique data set that included pairs of twins, both identical and fraternal, as well as unrelated adults to examine educational differences in adult mortality in Denmark. The benefit of twin data, particularly information from identical twins, is that these pairs of individuals have identical genes and very similar social and environmental backgrounds. Behrman and colleagues were thus able to determine whether there were educational differences in adult mortality among both unrelated adults and among twins in Denmark.

Interestingly, among identical twin pairs with different education levels, they found only weak evidence of a relationship between educational attainment and adult mortality. They did find stronger evidence that educational attainment is associated with mortality among fraternal twin pairs as well as unrelated individuals—but those two groups of people differed more than identical twins with respect to genetic backgrounds and childhood social environments. This research...
suggests that educational attainment may not have a strong causal relationship with adult mortality in Denmark, at least for the birth cohorts included in the study (people born between 1921 and 1950). But the association between education and adult mortality in Denmark may be quite different from the United States, where educational differences in mortality have clearly widened in recent decades.

Unfortunately, there are no twin-based data sets of sufficient size to conduct a similar mortality analysis in the United States. However, researchers using U.S. data are beginning to take into account some of the background factors that may affect the association between educational attainment and adult mortality. Jennifer Montez and Mark Hayward combined survey measures of educational attainment with a broad set of childhood socioeconomic and health characteristics to predict mortality over a 10-year period for U.S. individuals ages 50 and older. Even after accounting for childhood socioeconomic and health characteristics, they found a very strong association between educational attainment and mortality for both women and men. In a related study, Bruce Link and colleagues found that the association between individuals’ educational attainment and mortality remained largely unchanged when differences in intelligence were taken into account. In sum, the majority of recent evidence that focuses on the education-mortality association is predominantly causal.

Determining whether educational attainment is causally related to mortality requires specific data and careful analysis that is statistically complex, but it will remain a very important objective for researchers and policymakers in the coming decades. Understanding the causal impact of educational attainment on adult mortality is important in order to design the most effective social and health policies related to educational attainment. Although the Danish study by Behrman and colleagues casts at least some doubt on the causal impact of educational attainment on mortality, the best evidence to date from the United States suggests that the education-mortality association is predominantly causal.

**THE CENTRAL ROLE OF EDUCATION IN THE LIFE COURSE**

From a practical research perspective, educational attainment is the easiest dimension of socioeconomic status to assess on social and health surveys. But other dimensions of socioeconomic status, such as occupational status, income, and wealth, are also strongly associated with mortality and longevity in the United States and many other countries. While our earlier discussion mentioned problems with misreporting educational attainment data on death certificates, educational attainment is reported well on the social and health surveys often used to analyze U.S. adult mortality. Educational attainment, unlike occupational status, income, and wealth, often remains constant throughout much of adult life. Indeed, educational attainment is less prone to downturns in a person’s health than the other dimensions of socioeconomic status. Educational attainment provides a more concrete focus for policymakers than socioeconomic status: If educational attainment is shown to affect mortality and life expectancy, then increased educational investments can be made. In contrast, a research focus on a multidimensional concept such as socioeconomic status may result in murky policy recommendations: Is it straightforward, for example, to increase individuals’ socioeconomic status?

Sociologists who have researched socioeconomic status and health even note that “education creates most of the association between higher socioeconomic status and better health because education is a root cause of good health.” Furthermore, educational attainment does not simply influence mortality through the other dimensions of socioeconomic status; it influences many other aspects of the life course as well, including health-related behavior, access to health care, cognitive functioning, and the development of social and psychological resources.

Building on the idea that education—and other measures of socioeconomic status—is a root cause of good health, Bruce Link and Jo Phelan have developed “fundamental cause theory” to explain the enduring impact of educational attainment on health and longevity. They propose that educational attainment is a root or primary cause of health and longevity because it affects multiple diseases, works through multiple mechanisms to influence health and longevity, serves as a resource that can be used to avoid health risks or lessen the impacts of disease, and continues to influence health and longevity even when the mechanisms linking education to health and longevity change. Lending support to this idea, Richard Miech and colleagues recently showed that educational differences in adult mortality widened over the past 10 years largely because educational attainment was so strongly associated with causes of death that became more prevalent in U.S. society over this time period. For example, deaths due to accidental poisoning (such as drug overdoses) increased significantly in the United States over the last 10 years, and were especially pronounced among people with low levels of education.

**MECHANISMS LINKING INCREASED EDUCATIONAL ATTAINMENT TO LOWER MORTALITY**

Figure 9 shows four interrelated mechanisms by which educational attainment is related to adult mortality. Keep in mind, however, that Link and Phelan’s fundamental cause theory stresses that the impact of such mechanisms may change over time and differ across places; moreover, mechanisms may differ to some degree across population subgroups. Nonetheless, most recent empirical work in this area stresses these mechanisms as the most important ways by which educational attainment is currently linked to adult mortality in the United States.

Socioeconomic attainment—occupational status, income, and wealth—is an important mechanism. Recent estimates...
based on empirical work from two independent research groups suggest that higher socioeconomic status among highly educated individuals accounts for 30 percent to 40 percent of the mortality difference between individuals with the highest and lowest levels of education in the United States.26 In particular, increased income improves health-related lifestyles, affords individuals the chance to live in better housing located in safer neighborhoods, and enhances individuals’ access to higher-quality food. Moreover, higher occupational status and income also help U.S. individuals acquire comprehensive health insurance plans, which is important for accessing high-quality health care on both routine and emergency bases.

Health behaviors may account for another 30 percent of the mortality difference between individuals with high and low levels of education. For instance, smoking rates vary prominently by education level. Justin Denney and colleagues recently showed that much higher rates of cigarette smoking among less-educated middle-aged adults are especially important in differentiating their mortality rates from those of highly educated persons in the same age group.27 While cigarette smoking has become much less common among all U.S. adults in recent years, it remains much more prevalent among the less educated than among the highly educated. If this pattern holds, individuals with less education will continue to have much higher rates of lung cancer, respiratory diseases, heart disease, and other smoking-related causes of death. But other positive health behaviors—such as regular exercise, good nutrition, and preventive health care—are all related to educational attainment and may help to account for lower mortality rates among those who have more education.28 Notably, education-related differences in health behaviors are wide both for behaviors that are low or no cost, as well as for those that are expensive.

An expanding area of research also suggests that higher educational attainment may be associated with lower mortality because of the beneficial social ties enjoyed by highly educated individuals. Highly educated individuals are more likely to have highly educated spouses, friends, neighbors, and coworkers who can help them when needed. Dustin Brown and colleagues recently showed, for example, that married U.S. adults who have highly educated spouses have better health than married adults whose spouses have lower levels of education.29 But social ties of highly educated people may also be important even if they are relatively weak—for example, a neighbor who is a physician may offer critical health advice in a time of need. While difficult to measure, recent estimates suggest that these social ties may account for 10 percent to 15 percent of educational differences in adult mortality.

Finally, cognitive functioning is an important mechanism for education differences in U.S. adult mortality—and some researchers propose that it is the most critical mechanism responsible for educational differences in mortality. David Baker and colleagues recently suggested that the formal process of learning is the key way that educational attainment has become so strongly related to adult mortality in the U.S.30 After all, children, adolescents, and young adults spend a great deal of time in school, learn to read and write in successively complex manners, learn to evaluate risks, and learn to process information and make decisions that enhance health and longevity. Baker and colleagues also offered intriguing evidence that it is not simply the case that individuals with high intelligence achieve more years of schooling and live longer. Rather, educational attainment is the primary tool by which individuals develop high-order cognitive skills and then use those skills to live healthy and long lives.

Policy Implications

Many policies designed to improve mortality rates and life expectancy target specific risk factors or mechanisms. Anti-smoking policies are a prime example. A multitude of public health policies have been implemented to reduce tobacco use and exposure to smoke, ranging from taxing tobacco products to banning smoking in restaurants and bars to requiring warning labels on products. Such policies reflect an effort to intervene on downstream risk factors (or what we call mechanisms)—those that are closely tied to the specific health problem or cause of death in question (see Figure 9). Yet, after the U.S. Surgeon General published an official warning in 1964 about the dangers of smoking, an interesting pattern emerged. Smoking rates declined significantly among individuals who had completed higher levels of education, but these rates were much slower to decline among less-educated individuals. These differential declines have resulted in an educational gradient in smoking that is now quite wide. Such educational differences in smoking declines thus lead to another question: Is it possible to intervene on upstream factors—those that are associated with (or may precede) many risk factors?

Educational attainment represents one such possible upstream factor. As this Population Bulletin has described, individuals in the United States who are more highly educated live longer lives, on average, and strong evidence suggests that educational attainment serves as a fundamental cause of health and life expectancy.31 The previous section outlines a number of mechanisms through which educational attainment influences mortality and longevity. From this perspective, we propose that educational attainment constitutes an upstream factor that is associated with a range of downstream risk factors or mechanisms that affect health and ultimately longevity. By extending the purview of health policy to include such upstream factors, we join other demographers, economists, and sociologists who have recently contended that investments in social policy are also investments in health policy.32

Social Policy as Health Policy

Policies designed to increase social and/or economic well-being are generally thought to be unrelated to health and longevity. However, as we have described, social science and epidemiological research has increasingly pointed to
education as an upstream factor associated with exposure to a variety of factors associated with mortality rates and life expectancy. Thus, a growing body of evidence suggests that enhanced investments in education at the population level may also double as investments in the long-term health and longevity of the population.

One approach to conceptualizing a social or upstream policy as a health policy is to consider the parable of a physician rescuing people from a river:

“There I am standing by the shore of a swiftly flowing river and I hear the cry of a drowning man. So I jump into the river, put my arms around him, pull him to shore and apply artificial respiration. Just when he begins to breathe, there is another cry for help. So I jump into the river, reach him, pull him to shore, apply artificial respiration, and then just as he begins to breathe, another cry for help. So back in the river again, reaching, pulling, applying, breathing, and then another yell. Again and again, without end, goes the sequence. You know, I am so busy jumping in, pulling them to shore, applying artificial respiration, that I have no time to see who... is upstream pushing them all in.”

By directing energy downstream, targeted health efforts often fall short of addressing the root of the problem, the reason why people are in the river in the first place. Enhanced policy efforts that resuscitate more and more people after they fall into the river is an example of a downstream health policy, whereas enhanced efforts to prevent people from ending up in the river in the first place represents an example of an upstream social policy. In the latter case, a social policy that prevents people from ending up in the river also serves as a health policy because it would indirectly affect the health and longevity of the population. In the case of educational differences in adult mortality, enhanced investments in the early educational progress of American students helps ensure that they will complete high school and perhaps even pursue a higher degree. With at least a high school degree, such individuals may also experience better life-long employment opportunities, have enhanced cognitive skills, and have relationships with others who are more highly educated. These examples represent mechanisms by which individuals can make more informed health-related decisions and potentially live healthier and longer lives.

**ENHANCING POPULATION HEALTH BY INVESTING IN EDUCATION**

Understanding the potential mortality and life expectancy implications of education policy presents a number of challenges. First, what are the costs and potential mortality and longevity returns of enhanced investments in education? There are no clear answers to this question.

One recent study made an interesting comparison. Steven Woolf and colleagues estimated whether more lives would have been saved between 1996 and 2002 by equalizing levels of educational attainment so that all U.S. adults would have at least a college degree compared to the number of lives saved from advances in medicine over this time period. Their estimates indicated that many more lives would have been saved from increasing education levels than from advances in medicine. This specific example is not intended to promote a reduction in such medical or public health advances, but rather to highlight the enormous potential importance of educational attainment for population health.

Another ad-hoc way to determine the value of enhanced investments in education is to quantify, in monetary terms, how much an additional year of education would be worth for each person in the country. Assuming that each additional year of life is worth $75,000, David Cutler and Adriana Lleras-Muney estimated that each additional year of education would be worth somewhere between $13,500 and $44,000 per person, given the very strong association between educational attainment and U.S. adult mortality. On a national scale, this would translate into a very large sum of money. It is important to note that these types of estimates account solely for the length of life—or the value of an additional year of life—but they exclude the potential impacts that additional years of education may have on quality of life. If we were to account for improvements in quality of life as well, the value of each additional year of education would be even higher.

Even though educational attainment in the United States has continued to increase over the last two decades, 10.7 percent of U.S. young adults ages 25 to 34 had not completed high school in 2012, and an additional 26.6 percent had only attained a high school degree (see Figure 10, page 12). Moreover, another 28.5 percent of young adults had completed some college or an associate’s degree, but not obtained a bachelor’s degree. Taken together, nearly two-thirds (65.8 percent) of adults ages 25 to 34 in the United States have less than a bachelor’s degree. These data indicate that there is still considerable room for improvement in the educational attainment of young adults in the United States, which could, in turn, have a significant impact on the future mortality rates and longevity patterns of the U.S. population. Moreover, the two largest U.S. minority groups, Hispanics and African Americans, continue to have lower high school and college completion rates than the majority white population. In turn, policies aggressively targeted toward the high school completion rates of minority populations could have the long-term benefit of reducing racial/ethnic disparities in health and mortality outcomes as well.

A more specific approach to designing educational policy that is effective for enhancing longevity involves understanding the nuanced association between various levels of educational attainment and adult mortality rates. As illustrated in Figure 3, recent research by Jennifer Montez and colleagues shows that there is a steep reduction in mortality rates for American adults who receive a high school degree in comparison to those who do not. Thus, a very reasonable first step in designing an effective education policy for reducing U.S. adult
mortality and enhancing longevity would clearly focus on substantially reducing the high drop-out rate. Such a policy might be especially important both because educational differences in mortality are widening for younger cohorts and because more than 10 percent of U.S. young adults continue to have less than a high school degree.

An important consideration and challenge in designing education policy as health policy is the lag between the intervention and the desired population-based outcome. Although educational policy presents an important opportunity to intervene, the health and longevity benefits may not occur for years, and likely decades. Thus, any serious attempt to design education policy as health policy is an investment in the health and longevity of the population on a long-term basis. Although this lag presents challenges, such investments in both education (directly) and health (indirectly) are likely to have a ripple effect across networks of individuals, and potentially through communities. Indeed, an increasing body of evidence points to the important role of social ties in influencing health behaviors and health, and thus longevity. Obvious ties include parent-child and spousal relationships, but investments in education to improve health may also expand beyond direct familial ties to other network members, such as work colleagues, neighbors, and friends.

Any policy designed to improve health and longevity by increasing investments in education also needs to account for the different ways that education operates for subgroups within the population. Though beneficial, additional education is not associated with precisely the same mortality and longevity outcomes for people belonging to different racial/ethnic, gender, or age groups. Although this should not dissuade policymakers from considering investments in education policy as health policy, it is important to note that educational investments may have different effects on mortality and longevity for particular groups.

**TARGETING DIFFERENTIALS VS. IMPROVING OVERALL POPULATION HEALTH**

Although a number of important questions remain about the relationship between educational attainment and adult mortality, researchers from a variety of fields agree that higher levels of education are associated with lower U.S. adult mortality rates and that this relationship is strengthening. These central findings raise two important questions for policymakers who intend to further invest in education to improve population-level health: Will the policy target educational differences in mortality and life expectancy? Or will the policy be designed to generally improve education levels and, thus, population health for everyone? We refer to these two policy alternatives as “disparity policies” and “population improvement policies,” respectively.

Disparity policies are akin to public health policies designed to target individuals at high-risk of developing a disease or illness. In this public health strategy, researchers determine the distribution of a measurable risk factor within a population—for example, cholesterol levels—and then set a value above which individuals are at high risk of developing health problems. An intervention or policy is then designed to improve cholesterol levels by targeting individuals in the...
Research Recommendations

Despite making significant strides in the study of educational attainment and adult mortality, the scientific community’s understanding of this complex relationship is far from complete. Addressing the limitations of previous research through carefully designed studies will not only facilitate a more accurate depiction of the relationship, it will provide the best information possible to help policymakers thoughtfully design education policy as health policy. Future researchers have two major challenges when studying the education-mortality relationship.

**INCORPORATING COMPLEXITY IN THE EDUCATIONAL PROCESS**

Future studies relating educational attainment to adult mortality need to consider the substantial complexity that characterizes the educational process. This is not a simple task, particularly in a context of rapid social change and during an era characterized by diversifying educational experiences and types of schools. Key questions include:

- Why do some individuals obtain high levels of education while others obtain low levels? Put another way, how do family background, influential teachers, peer effects, school characteristics, educational policies, and innate ability influence educational attainment?

- Do people in different subgroups of the population (age, gender, race/ethnicity, immigrant status, etc.) have different experiences in school, even when they attain identical years of schooling?

- How do the characteristics of schools (public or private, student-to-teacher ratio, curriculum requirements, online vs. in-person instruction, racial/ethnic and socioeconomic composition, etc.) relate to the kinds of health and longevity benefits individuals may receive from attending?

- What potential impacts do geographic differences in schools have on the long-term health and longevity outcomes of individuals?

This is only a small sampling of the questions about educational complexity that should be considered as this area of research moves forward. Given these questions, in spite of the large volume of scientific literature to date, we have much to learn about the education-mortality relationship.

**IMPROVING DATA QUALITY**

A fundamental problem in studying the relationship between educational attainment and adult mortality is that high-quality education data rarely exist in conjunction with high-quality mortality data. Death certificates frequently contain inaccurate information about educational attainment because they are completed by someone with limited knowledge of the individual prior to death (such as a funeral director). Thus, although U.S. vital statistics data provide high-quality mortality data, they are limited as a source of educational data.

Currently, most large U.S. health surveys simply ask one question about the number of years (or specific degrees) of education that individuals have completed, but they fail to probe deeper into the content or quality of that education. Measuring the content and quality of schooling will become increasingly important as people attend schools across a growing spectrum of educational institutions, including those that are for-profit and fully online. One approach to improving the quality of data in this area is to design new health surveys that ask about a variety of educational dimensions, including content and quality. However ideal this approach seems, it would require many years to produce the necessary data to assess how such dimensions of education are related to rates of mortality. In the interim, researchers will need to be creative in linking high quality education data with high quality mortality data. For example, one type of link would tie the best quality information about education (from surveys of individuals when they were young and/or from their school transcript records) with later life mortality information (from death records).

**IMPACTS OF CHANGES IN EDUCATIONAL ATTAINMENT**

High-risk category. If successful, the direct result of decreasing cholesterol levels among those above the high-risk threshold is that the difference between the highest and lowest cholesterol levels declines. Analogously, an education disparity policy would focus on reducing/eliminating the educational category with the highest level of mortality (less than a high school degree). Given that U.S. adults with less than a high school education have by far the highest levels of adult mortality and shortest life expectancies (see Figure 3 and Figure 8, respectively), such a disparity policy is well worth considering in the current U.S. context.

Yet, there are two important caveats. First, disparity policies solely target the reduction/elimination of low levels of education, and do not focus on improvements at higher levels of schooling. And second, it is impossible to guarantee that raising high school graduation rates would necessarily reduce future mortality rates. Consider, for example, that population-level changes in the distribution of educational degrees would likely alter requirements to enter the labor market; that is, employers may require additional degrees before they hire individuals. Even so, as we have described in this Bulletin, the experience of being in school improves individuals’ ability to acquire, decipher, and act upon health information over their entire life course when they are healthy or sick, enabling them to make healthier decisions and live healthier and longer lives. Thus, even with uncertainties regarding how the labor market would react to higher high school completion rates, in-
creased high school completion rates would most likely yield health and longevity benefits for the segment of the population that is falling behind those with higher levels of education.

In contrast to disparity policies, population improvement policies aim to benefit the entire population. A similar public health strategy, the "population strategy," involves designing interventions to shift the entire distribution of a specific risk factor. Using the example of cholesterol levels, a population strategy would involve lowering cholesterol levels among everyone, not just among those in the high-risk category. An analogous education policy would aim to increase education at all levels, not just high school completion. As opposed to disparity policies, this approach shifts the entire distribution upward. Such a distributional shift would be very small for each individual, but by aiming to change the entire population, the objective would be to provide an overall population health improvement. Again, similar caveats apply to this approach. Although it does aim to improve education among the entire population, it does nothing to specifically reduce educational disparities in mortality. Moreover, it is difficult to predict how such a population-level shift would alter mortality rates over time.

Designing the best education policy as health policy requires careful consideration of these two approaches because each provides benefits and drawbacks for improving population health.

**Conclusion**

Scientific understanding of educational differences in U.S. adult mortality has increased substantially over the past few decades. Following Kitagawa and Hauser’s study in the early 1970s, more recent research has helped us identify important trends in the education-mortality relationship and understand how they vary across race/ethnicity, gender, and age. Perhaps most important, it is clear that educational differences in both mortality rates and life expectancy have widened over the past several decades. The mortality and life expectancy gaps between U.S. adults with the highest and lowest levels of schooling are likely wider than ever. Moreover, a sizable share of U.S. adults continues to have less than a high school education or completes high school but no secondary education; these millions of individuals will be at higher risk of death on an annual basis in the coming decades compared to their more highly educated counterparts. There is little question that there is significant room for improvement by enhancing U.S. population health through increases in educational attainment, particularly for the sizable number of individuals who do not complete a high school degree.
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THE EFFECT OF EDUCATIONAL ATTAINMENT ON ADULT MORTALITY IN THE UNITED STATES

In 2011, U.S. mortality rates reached record lows for both women and men; as a result, life expectancy at birth reached record highs: 81 years for women and 76 years for men. These are impressive figures.

As recently as 1960, women’s life expectancy at birth was only 73.1 years and men’s only 66.6 years.2 Within 50 years, life expectancy at birth increased by 8 years for women and nearly 10 years for men.

Unfortunately, these increases in life expectancy mask very wide disparities among population groups. These differences represent critical health and social issues with important implications for policymakers. Because well-educated individuals have a much longer life expectancy, is such an accomplishment (or at least a substantial improvement) possible for other subgroups?

In this Population Bulletin, we examine educational differences in U.S. adult mortality and life expectancy. We provide a balanced and up-to-date portrait of the key results and implications of research in this area. We address five major issues: What is the current association between educational attainment and adult mortality? Have educational differences in adult mortality changed over the past 50 years? Why do such wide educational differences in adult mortality now exist? What are the policy implications of recent education-mortality research? And what are the implications of recent work in this area for future education-mortality research?